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***

In early 2020, the Global Elite launched its long-planned “depopulation agenda” . A primary
intended outcome of this agenda was to enable the Elite to own and completely control use
of the Earth’s remaining resources.

Using the World  Economic  Forum (WEF)  as  its
primary agent, and with the complicity of key international organizations and all national
governments (after some hiccoughs requiring the assassination of five national presidents),
the Global Elite has gone about progressively implementing the many components of its
plan for a full takeover of Planet Earth.

See ‘The Final Battle for Humanity: It is “Now or Never” in the Long War Against Homo
Sapiens’.

Despite the facts that the horrendous details of the World Economic Forum’s ‘Great Reset’ –
which,  without consulting any of  us,  identifies changes to some 200 areas of  human life  –
can  be  read  by  anyone  on  the  WEF  website  and  many  spokespeople,  including  the
delusional chairperson Klaus Schwab – The fourth industrial revolution ‘is characterized by a
range of new technologies that are fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds… and
even challenging ideas about what it means to be human.’ – and his equally delusional
adviser Yuval Noah Harari.

‘History began when humans invented gods, and will end when humans become gods.’ –
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They have outlined some key details of what they are doing to us.

The bulk of the human population has submissively
accepted their fate by burying their heads deeply into the sand and, gullibly believing the
Elite’s ‘virus-threat’ narrative, meekly tolerated a long series of encroachments on their
rights  and  freedom,  including  mask-wearing,  social  distancing,  lockdowns,  QR  codes,
multiple gene-altering (and,  in  many cases,  injury or  death-inflicting)  injections,  as well  as
the political, economic and social costs of these elite measures.

See ‘Great Reset’,  ‘The Fourth Industrial  Revolution, by Klaus Schwab’ and Yuval Noah
Harari.

And these encroachments and costs are just the beginning of their very detailed agenda!

Shortly after the Global Elite launched its coup, I wrote an article explaining the psychology
of the three primary parties to this conflict: the Elite, their victims and those who resisted.

See ‘The Psychology of the COVID-19 Coup: The Elite, their Victims and those who Resist’.

Since  that  time,  some  scholars,  notably  including  Professor  Mattias  Desmet,  have  offered
commentaries  on  elements  of  the  same  subject,  particularly  in  relation  to  the  mass
compliance. See, for example,

‘Mass Formation and Totalitarian Thinking in This Time of Global Crisis’ and

‘The Covid-19 Crisis. A Campaign Against Critical Thinking. “Mass Formation Psychosis”’.

And you can access a series of commentaries by Dr. Rudolf Hänsel from

‘An  Upbringing  According  to  Strict  Religious  and  Military  Principles  –  And  the  Reflex  of
Absolute  Spiritual  Obedience:  The  Example  of  Auschwitz  Commander  Rudolf  Höß’.

Other authors, writing in support of the Elite-driven narrative, portray those who resist the
dominant  narrative  as  psychologically  dysfunctional,  in  one  way  or  another.  See,  for
example,

‘Adaptive  and  Dark  Personality  in  the  COVID-19  Pandemic:  Predicting  Health-Behavior
Endorsement and the Appeal of Public-Health Messages’,
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‘Adaptive and maladaptive behavior during the COVID-19 pandemic: The roles of Dark Triad
traits, collective narcissism, and health beliefs’,

‘Compliance with containment measures to the COVID-19 pandemic over time: Do antisocial
traits matter?’ and ‘

Sociopathic  traits  linked  to  non-compliance  with  mask  guidelines  and  other  COVID-19
containment measures’.

Given the value of  understanding the psychology underpinning the main categories of
actors in this conflict if we are to fully comprehend what has taken place and why, as well as
the psychological qualities necessary to resist the Elite agenda effectively, I want to revisit
this subject (partly so that the inadequacies of other psychological explanations – including
elite critiques of activists – are exposed).

The Fear of Freedom

Before proceeding, I  wish to acknowledge Erich
Fromm’s 1942 classic,  The Fear  of  Freedom,  while  simply  noting that  the explanation
offered  here  diverges  profoundly  in  its  explanation  of  the  shared  thesis:  humans  fear
freedom.

So, let me briefly answer six questions:

Why is the bulk of the human population willing to give away the little freedom1.
they have left so readily?
Why is the Global Elite so committed to taking over planet Earth and all life on it?2.
Why do all those elite agents collaborate with their masters’ plans?3.
Why are most of those unhappy about the loss of their freedom happy to protest4.
ineffectively rather than resist strategically?
Why are psychological critiques of activists by elite agents misconceived?5.
And what psychological qualities are needed to resist effectively?6.

Before answering these questions in any detail, I will start by briefly explaining why fear or,
more accurately, unconscious terror, is the fundamental answer to the first five of the above
six  questions  and  then  go  on  to  elaborate  why  this  terror  manifests  differently  in  the  five
circumstances. I will then answer the sixth question.
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Terrorizing Children into Submission

As I have explained at some length elsewhere,
the  process  of  what  human beings  like  to  benignly  call  ‘socialization’  is  a  process  of
terrorizing children and adolescents into submissive obedience. Delivered daily by parents,
teachers, religious figures and other significant adults in the child’s life as an endless stream
of violence – whether ‘visible’, ‘invisible’ and/or ‘utterly invisible’ – the child is progressively
reduced to  a  socially  constructed delusional  identity  who is  storing  a  vast  amount  of
suppressed fear, pain, anger, sadness and other feelings that they were not allowed to feel
and express throughout childhood (and then adolescence). This individual goes on to lead
the life  they  have been terrorized into  leading (with  only  utterly  superficial  choices  at  the
margin still allowed).

See ‘Why Violence?’,

‘Fearless Psychology and Fearful Psychology: Principles and Practice’ and

‘Do We Want School or Education?’

And because disobedience on the part of a child is almost invariably met with ‘punishment’
– the sanitized word that adults like to use to obscure from themselves and others the fact
that they are being violent – it is a rare child who survives into adulthood with much of the
unique Selfhood that evolution bequeathed them at birth.

See ‘Punishment is Violent and Counterproductive’.

Hence,  as  a  result  of  this  violence  inflicted  throughout  childhood  and  adolescence,  the
typical human being grows into an adult who, perhaps despite complaining at times, is
submissively  obedient  to  ‘authority  figures’  in  a  wide  variety  of  contexts:  employers,
religious  figures,  doctors,  government  officials,  police  and  military  personnel,  legal  and
prison personnel, and bureaucrats generally. People do not ‘believe’ in authority; they are
fearful of being disobedient.

In other words: Virtually all human beings fear the freedom to think for themselves, decide
what to believe and choose how to behave.

Hence, they think, believe and behave in accord with norms that are determined by Elites
and  promulgated  through  Elite-controlled  channels  including  education  systems,
entertainment  outlets  and  news  media.

Devoid of a mind that can critique the structures and processes of the society in which they
live (and the role of the actors within them), this compliant individual is also unable to
critique Elite propaganda, whether presented as ‘education’, ‘entertainment’ or ‘news’.
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See ‘Why Do Most People Believe Propaganda and False Flag Attacks?’

Hence the typical human being spends their life as a victim of those structures, processes,
individuals and information they learned to fear as a child. And, for example, the idea that
they could be responsible for their own health by consulting relevant evidence, information
and personnel before making their own informed decision is simply preposterous. After all,
as the propaganda they believed taught them, we have ‘experts’ who will tell us what is
best for us. And while they accept that this expertise might involve a financial cost, the true
cost of this belief in experts is immeasurable: A mind that has been robbed of its capacity
for unique and powerful investigation, analysis and action.

So let us return to the six questions above, answering each briefly in turn.

Why is the bulk of the human population willing to give away the little freedom1.
they have left so readily?

Obviously,  the  answer  to  this  first  question  is  simple:  As  explained  above,  terrorized  in
childhood, the typical person simply adopts obedience as their way of life. Of course, they
might powerlessly complain and they might resist a little at the margins (by being ‘a bit late’
or not doing exactly as expected, for example) but, apart from this, they will invariably
comply as directed. The idea of genuinely disputing any ‘authority’ is out of the question.

Paradoxical though it might seem, plenty of these people will end up in relative positions of
authority and expect those in their charge to obey them. Of course, there is no real paradox.
They have ‘learned’ throughout childhood that people in higher positions of authority are
obeyed, and that includes them in very limited contexts. But there is always a wide range of
higher authorities to keep them in line too, and they submit readily.

Consequently,  told there is  a ‘virus’,  they believe it.  Investigating and considering the
heavily documented evidence that exposes this lie is beyond them. For just a taste of this
evidence, see

‘COVID-19: The virus does not exist – it is confirmed!’,

‘Statement On Virus Isolation (SOVI)’

and

‘189 health/science institutions globally all failed to cite even 1 record of “SARS-COV-2”
purification, by anyone, anywhere, ever’.

And told they need to take four or more injections to combat the ‘virus’,  they submit.
Obedience  is  all.  Although,  of  course,  they  will  usually  characterize  their  belief  and
behaviour more favourably – such as ‘I am doing the right thing by the community’ – to
(unconsciously) avoid any risk of exposing the terror driving both their belief and behaviour.

Moreover, despite a monumental and mounting death toll from the injectables – for the
briefest sample of the extensive documentation of ‘vaccine’ deaths, see

‘The Vaccine Death Report:  Evidence of  millions of  deaths and serious adverse events
resulting from the experimental COVID-19 injections’,
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‘COVID-19 Vaccine Massacre:  68,000% Increase in  Strokes,  44,000% Increase in  Heart
Disease, 6,800% Increase in Deaths Over Non-COVID Vaccines’ and

‘Dear Friends, Sorry to Announce a Genocide: It’s Really True: They Know they are Killing
the Babies’ – which is concealed by elite agents including governments and the corporate
media, awareness of this remains low, not so much because of the censorship, but because
any  temptation  to  even  investigate  would  suggest  an  inclination  to  disobey.  And  our
compliant citizen cannot do that.

Another important way in which their fear works is to suppress awareness of bigger, more
profound threats – which might trigger enormous and paralysing (conscious) terror – in
favour of focusing on something much smaller (even if untrue) that feels ‘manageable’; that
is, the person feels able to exercise sufficient control to navigate or neutralize the threat. So
in this current context, most of the population is focusing on more narrow and imminent
threats – whether or not these are true and particularly those ‘threats’ (‘SARS-CoV-2’, its
‘variants’ and now ‘Monkeypox’) heavily promoted by governments, the corporate media
and other elite agents – because this enables people to participate in the delusion that their
cooperation is helping to contain the smaller (delusional) threat.

But the idea of considering the real threat – in this case, a coup by the Global Elite to kill off
or control the vast bulk of the human population while capturing full  control of Earth’s
resources – is simply too terrifying so it is easier to suppress awareness of it and ignore,
dismiss or dispute this deeper agenda as unfounded, a ‘conspiracy theory’ or simply non-
existent.  Delusion,  denial  and  other  psychological  aversion  techniques  are  extremely
common human behaviours among those who are (unconsciously) terrified. See

‘The Disintegrated Mind: The Greatest Threat to Human Survival on Earth’

and

‘The Limited Mind: Why Fear Is Driving Humanity to Extinction’.

Why is the Global Elite so committed to taking over planet Earth and all life on it?2.

So  what  about  the  Global  Elite?  Why  is  it  committed  to  killing  off  so  many  of  us  and
enslaving  those  left  alive?

See ‘The Global Elite’s “Kill and Control” Agenda: Destroying Our Food Security’.

Well,  at  the  superficial  level,  there  are  various  explanations  offered,  notably  including  the
fact that the Earth’s resources are depleted and so conserving the bulk of what is left for
elite use, shared only minimally with the remaining population of transhuman slaves, is their
plan. But there is a deeper and more truthful explanation. Members of the Global Elite have
been so utterly terrorized that they are insane. For a careful explanation of this point, see

‘The Global Elite is Insane Revisited’.

Why  do  all  those  elite  ‘agents’  (international  organizations,  governments,3.
corporate media,  medical  and legal  systems, industries,  professional  groups)
collaborate with their masters’ plans?

Well, again, in simple terms, they are too terrified not to collaborate but because their terror

https://healthimpactnews.com/2022/covid-19-vaccine-massacre-68000-increase-in-strokes-44000-increase-in-heart-disease-6800-increase-in-deaths-over-non-covid-vaccines/
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is unconscious to them they will characterize their obedience as ‘the right thing to do’, ‘just
doing my job’, ‘I’ve got a family to support’ or an equivalent. However they characterize
their behaviour, it is simply to mask from themselves the fear that drives their submissive
behaviour.

For collaborators, the importance of obedience also far outweighs any sense of personal
moral choice. Obviously, it is their fear that generates this attitude and behaviour. If you are
scared to resist ‘authority’, then you must make a virtue out of submission and obedience.
In  essence:  the  collaborator  will  dogmatically  defend  their  behaviour  as  ‘right’  in  the
circumstances as the means of  suppressing their  own awareness of  the terrifying and
painful tangle of feelings (suppressed fear, pain and anger…) in their own unconscious.

You can read a great deal more detail in the section headed ‘People Who Pretend to be Your
Friend: The Emotional Profile of Collaborators and Traitors’ in

‘Why Violence?’

Why are most of those unhappy about the loss of their freedom happy to protest4.
ineffectively rather than resist strategically?

Once again, as already mentioned, because they are unconsciously terrified. While able to
penetrate the superficial layer of the ‘virus’/‘vaccine’ narrative, they are unlikely to perceive
the far-reaching and horrific agenda – and those responsible – beyond this.

Moreover, by ‘pretending’ to resist – by attending a rally, for example, in which freedom is
powerlessly ‘demanded’ from an elite agent (a government) – they can delude themselves
and those around them that they are powerful in defence of their freedom when, of course,
they  have  fearfully  passed  off  responsibility  for  fighting  for  it,  as  Anita  McKone  noted,  by
powerlessly asking others to change their behaviour and demanding that others give them
freedom.

But freedom given is freedom that can be taken away.

Consequently, such events have zero strategic value – and would only have it if used to
promote strategically-focused actions designed to defeat the Elite coup – and so those
attending such events can obscure their fear of doing something effective. By engaging in
these powerless  acts  of  rebellion,  they can minimize (and often eliminate)  the risk  of
incurring the cost of disobedience (that will often accompany powerful acts of resistance),
by hiding in a crowd whose actions are well known to have no impact. After all, protest
rallies are notoriously ineffective as the extensive record demonstrates.

And while government authorities might outlaw such events and even precipitate police
engagement to prevent or disrupt them (as has been happening in the past two years), this
only  obscures  the  reality  that  such  actions,  in  themselves,  are  ineffective  anyway  and
simply  distract  the  bulk  of  those  resisting  from  taking  (different)  action  powerfully.

See ‘Why Activists Fail’.

In essence, the fear of the typical activist makes them incapable of analysing and critiquing
the true depth of the crisis and then identifying and taking strategic action in response.

Consequently,  this  fear  then  makes  them  unwilling  to  offer  deeper  analyses  and  more

http://tinyurl.com/whyviolence
http://tinyurl.com/whyviolence
http://tinyurl.com/whyviolence
https://nonviolentstrategy.wordpress.com/articles/why-activists-fail/
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powerful action to those they perceive as only just ‘awakening’. They project their own fear
onto others.

Why are psychological critiques of activists by elite agents misconceived?5.

As noted earlier in this article, several authors in the past two years have purported to show
that  those  opposing  the  elite  agenda  are  suffering  from  one  or  another  psychological
disorder.

However, these articles are either written by elite agents working in psychiatry or other
authors who are too terrified to critique their own submissiveness in the context and, often
enough, well paid to discredit, one way or another, those individuals courageous enough to
have a mind of their own.

In  relation  to  the  first  category,  while  there  is  no  scientific  basis  to  psychiatry,  the  tragic
reality is that there is an extensive and well-documented history that psychiatry has long
been  used  to  inflict  violence  on  targeted  populations,  particularly  those  resisting  an  elite-
driven narrative. In other words, psychiatric violence is just another elite tool for silencing
and discrediting those who resist elite imperatives.

See ‘Defeating the Violence of Psychiatry’.

So when certain authors label those resisting the elite-driven narrative as suffering from a
psychological dysfunctionality, they are merely continuing what has been a long-term effort
to  marginalize  those  who  offer  serious  critiques  of,  and  resistance  to,  elite  behaviour.
Another  recent  effort  has  been  the  labeling  of  those  people  who  resist  as  suffering  from
‘oppositional defiance disorder’.

See ‘Psychiatrists now say non-conformity is a mental illness: only the sheeple are “sane”’.

And while many other authors are paid to promote an elite-driven narrative designed to
discredit opponents for this or other reasons, it is also the case that all of these authors
have been so terrorized by their own ‘socialization’ experience that any concept that each
individual  has a  unique Self  is  not  only  incomprehensible  but  also both terrifying and
‘wrong’. Hence, the person who is truly an individual is dangerous because they have not
‘learned’ to obey – parents, teachers, employers… and elites – as directed.

In essence, for these individuals especially, disobedience of authorities is simply ‘wrong’:
not in a moral sense, however, but simply in the sense that they have been terrorized into
believing that disobedience reflects improper ‘learning’ and, hence, inadequate punishment
to ‘induce’ social conformity. So activists should be pejoratively labeled and punished for not
conforming to elite-driven norms.

What psychological qualities are needed to resist effectively?6.

Mainly, just one: Courage. The courage to investigate what is happening until the truth is
uncovered, the courage to analyze what is driving it, and the courage to act powerfully in
response.

Easy to type; not so easy to find.

https://feelingsfirstblog.wordpress.com/key-articles/defeating-violence-of-psychiatry/
http://www.naturalnews.com/044862_psychiatrists_mental_illness_oppositional_defiant_disorder.html
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Defeating the Global Elite’s Agenda

If you have the courage to strategically resist the ‘Great Reset’ and its related agendas, you
are welcome to participate in the ‘We Are Human, We Are Free’ campaign which identifies a
list of 30 strategic goals for doing so.

In addition and more simply, you can download a one-page flyer that identifies a short series
of crucial nonviolent actions that anyone can take. This flyer, now available in 16 languages
(Czech, Danish, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Polish,
Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Spanish & Slovak) with more languages in the pipeline, can be
downloaded from here:

‘The 7 Days Campaign to Resist the Great Reset’.

https://wearehumanwearefree.org/
https://wearehumanwearefree.org/7-days-campaign/
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If strategically resisting the ‘Great Reset’ (and related agendas) appeals to you, consider
joining the ‘We Are Human, We Are Free’ Telegram group (with a link accessible from the
website).

Finally, while the timeframe for this to make any difference is now in doubt, if you want to
raise children who are powerfully able to investigate, analyze and act, you are welcome to
make ‘My Promise to Children’.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/global-elites-kill-control-agenda-destroying-food-security/5768940/wahwaf-7days-onepageposter-a4-19-aug-2021-3
https://wearehumanwearefree.org/
https://feelingsfirstblog.wordpress.com/my-promise-to-children/
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Conclusion

Human freedom is on the verge of being lost. Forever.

If the Global Elite is successful in implementing its ‘Great Reset’ agenda, everything that
humans value will be taken from us including, in many cases, our life.

The evidence on this issue is now overwhelming and it is virtually impossible to keep track
of all of it once you start to investigate it.

And given the rapidly advancing technological elements of the Elite coup, as well as the
ongoing destruction of food and energy supply chains, time is now very short.

Do you have the courage to act on this by resisting strategically?

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
Twitter and Facebook. Feel free to repost and share widely Global Research articles.

Robert J. Burrowes has a lifetime commitment to understanding and ending human violence.
He has done extensive research since 1966 in  an effort  to  understand why human beings
are  violent  and has  been a  nonviolent  activist  since  1981.  He  is  the  author  of  ‘Why
Violence?’ His email address is flametree@riseup.net and his website is here.

He is a regular contributor to ‘Global Research’.
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